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Effect of postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis on the incidence of surgical site infection: 
a systematic review and meta-analysis
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Marja A Boermeester

Summary
Background Antibiotic prophylaxis is frequently continued for 1 day or more after surgery to prevent surgical site 
infection. Continuing antibiotic prophylaxis after an operation might have no advantage compared with its immediate 
discontinuation, and it unnecessarily exposes patients to risks associated with antibiotic use. In 2016, WHO 
recommended discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis after surgery. We aimed to update the evidence that formed 
the basis for that recommendation.

Methods For this systematic review and meta-analysis, we searched MEDLINE, Embase, CINAHL, CENTRAL, and 
WHO regional medical databases for randomised controlled trials (RCTs) on postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis that 
were published from Jan 1, 1990, to July 24, 2018. RCTs comparing the effect of postoperative continuation versus 
discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis on the incidence of surgical site infection in patients undergoing any 
surgical procedure with an indication for antibiotic prophylaxis were eligible. The primary outcome was the effect of 
postoperative surgical antibiotic prophylaxis continuation versus its immediate discontinuation on the occurrence of 
surgical site infection, with a prespecified subgroup analysis for studies that did and did not adhere to current best 
practice standards for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. We calculated summary relative risks (RRs) with corresponding 
95% CIs using a random effects model (DerSimonian and Laird). We evaluated heterogeneity with the χ² test, I², 
and τ², and visually assesed publication bias with a contour-enhanced funnel plot. This study is registered with 
PROSPERO, CRD42017060829.

Findings We identified 83 relevant RCTs, of which 52 RCTs with 19 273 participants were included in the primary 
meta-analysis. The pooled RR of surgical site infection with postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
versus its immediate discontinuation was 0·89 (95% CI 0·79–1·00), with low heterogeneity in effect size between 
studies (τ²=0·001, χ² p=0·46, I²=0·7%). Our prespecified subgroup analysis showed a significant association between 
the effect estimate and adherence to best practice standards of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis: the RR of surgical site 
infection was reduced with continued antibiotic prophylaxis after surgery compared with its immediate discontinuation 
in trials that did not meet best practice standards (0·79 [95% CI 0·67–0·94]) but not in trials that did (1·04 [0·85–1·27]; 
p=0·048). Whether studies adhered to best practice standards explained all variance in the pooled estimate from the 
primary meta-analysis.

Interpretation Overall, we identified no conclusive evidence for a benefit of postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis over its discontinuation. When best practice standards were followed, postoperative continuation of 
antibiotic prophylaxis did not yield any additional benefit in reducing the incidence of surgical site infection. These 
findings support WHO recommendations against this practice.

Funding None.

Copyright © 2020 World Health Organization. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

Introduction
Antibiotic use is currently under scrutiny because of 
concerns about the emergence of antimicrobial resistance 
and other hazardous side-effects.1,2 Worldwide, approxi-
mately one in six in-hospital prescriptions for antibiotics 
is for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis, which is frequently 
continued for several days after surgery.3,4 Although the 
effectiveness of appropriate antibiotic prophylaxis to 
prevent surgical site infections in indicated procedures is 
well established,5 increasingly evidence suggests that a 

single preoperative dose of antibiotics, with administration 
repeated intra operatively when indicated, might be as 
effective as a prolonged postoperative regimen for a range 
of procedures.6,7

Increased exposure to antibiotics has been associated 
with an increased risk of antimicrobial resistance, infec-
tion with Clostridioides difficile, and acute kidney injury,8–10 
and avoiding post operative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis has been associated with a reduced risk of 
C difficile infection.11 On the basis of a systematic review 

http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/S1473-3099(20)30084-0&domain=pdf
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and meta-analysis that included studies in a wide range of 
surgical subspecialties, WHO strongly recom mended 
against postoperative con tinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
in their 2016 global guidelines for prevention of surgical 
site infections.12 The US Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC), the National Institute for Health and 
Care excellence (NICE), and other organi sations made 
similar recommendations.5,13,14 Despite this advice, con-
tinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis after surgery is still a 
common practice worldwide.4 A global point prevalence 
study of 2015 data revealed that the percentage of patients 
who receive surgical antibiotic prophylaxis for more than 
1 day after surgery ranged from 29·5% in developed 
countries in Europe to 92·5% in Africa.4 A scarcity of use 
monitoring and poor implemen tation of anti microbial 
stewardship pro grammes might facilitate the continuation 
of this practice.15,16 However, low awareness of the existing 
evidence, and new, potentially contradicting evidence, 
might also contribute.

Only a summary of the systematic review done for 
the WHO recommendation was published.17 New evidence 
has continued to emerge with the publication of new 

randomised controlled trials (RCTs),18,19 and some of 
the data used in the initial review might no longer be 
representative of best practice standards for surgical anti-
biotic prophylaxis.5 Therefore, we did a systematic litera-
ture review and meta-analysis to update the evidence on 
which the 2016 WHO recommendation was based. We 
sought to reassess the effect of postoperative continuation 
of antibiotic prophylaxis on the incidence of surgical site 
infection compared with its postoperative discontinuation 
in patients undergoing surgical procedures.

Methods
Search strategy and selection criteria
The protocol for this systematic review and meta-analysis 
is registered with PROSPERO (CRD42017060829). This 
study is reported according to the PRISMA (Preferred 
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
analyses) statement.20

We searched MEDLINE (PubMed), Embase, CINAHL, 
CENTRAL, and WHO regional medical databases for 
studies published from Jan 1, 1990 to July 24, 2018. We 
searched combinations of the terms “surgical wound 

Research in context

Evidence before this study
Approximately one in six in-hospital prescriptions for antibiotics 
is for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis, which is frequently 
continued for several days after surgery. Although the 
effectiveness of appropriate surgical antibiotic prophylaxis to 
prevent surgical site infections in indicated procedures is well 
established, an increasing body of evidence suggests that a single 
preoperative dose of antibiotic, with repeat administration 
intraoperatively when indicated, might be as effective as a 
prolonged postoperative regimen. Prolonged exposure to 
antibiotics has been associated with antimicrobial resistance, 
Clostridioides difficile infection, and acute kidney injury. Across 
surgical subspecialties, many randomised controlled trials (RCTs) 
and some systematic reviews have investigated the benefit of 
prolonging antibiotic prophylaxis after surgery. In 2015, WHO 
did a systematic review and meta-analysis of the effect of 
antibiotic prophylaxis continuation on surgical site infection risk, 
and on the basis of the results, recommended against 
postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis; however, 
only a summary of the review was published. In 2018, 
a multicountry study in Europe and a global internet-based point 
prevalence study found that antibiotic prophylaxis is still 
routinely continued for several days after surgery. Additional 
trials became available after publication of the WHO guidelines, 
and some of the data included in the original WHO review might 
no longer be representative for current best practice standards of 
surgical antibiotic prophylaxis.

Added value of this study
This systematic review of 83 RCTs, of which 52 RCTs were 
included in the primary meta-analysis of studies that 

compared postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis with its immediate discontinuation, provides a 
comprehensive overview of all the available evidence on the 
practice of postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis across surgical subspecialties. Based on moderate-
certainty evidence, we found no conclusive evidence that 
patients benefit from continued antibiotic prophylaxis after 
surgery in terms of the risk of surgical site infection. 
A prespecified subgroup analysis indicated that postoperative 
continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis is only effective in 
preventing surgical site infection when preoperative antibiotic 
prophylaxis is not timed adequately and not repeated 
intraoperatively according to the duration of the procedure. 
By contrast, when best practice standards of surgical antibiotic 
prophylaxis regarding timing and intraoperative repetition are 
applied, postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
has no effect on the risk of surgical site infection.

Implications of all the available evidence
Considering the possible adverse effects of surgical 
antibiotic prophylaxis, there is no basis for its postoperative 
continuation. Increased awareness and education about best 
practices are needed among patients and practitioners, which 
would encourage stewardship efforts among surgeons. Future 
research to further clarify the benefit of antibiotic continuation 
after surgery, if any, should monitor prespecified adverse 
events and standardise preoperative timing and intraoperative 
dose repetition according to evidence-based standardised 
criteria.
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infection”, “surgical site infection”, “SSI”, “SSIs”, “surgical 
infection”, “post-operative wound infection”, “postoperative 
wound infection”, “antibiotic prophylaxis”, “antimicrobial”, 
“antibiotic”, “prolong”, “duration”, “short”, “long”, “single 
dose”, and “multi-dose”. These terms were used according 
to the highly sensitive search strategy of Cochrane for 
identifying RCTs.21 The full search strategy is available in 
the appendix (p 1). We also searched reference lists of 
articles identified by our search for any relevant studies.

We included RCTs investigating the effect of post-
operative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis compared 
with its discontinuation on the incidence of surgical site 
infection in patients undergoing any surgical procedure 
with an indication for antibiotic prophylaxis.4 We excluded 
studies that compared regimens that also differed with 
regard to dose and drug used, studies that did not 
administer the first dose preoperatively by intravenous 
infusion, studies on dirty procedures according to CDC 
wound classification,22 or established infections for which 
antibiotic use was classified as treatment, observational 
and preclinical studies, and duplicate studies. We limited 
eligibility to studies published from 1990 onwards, as in 
the WHO analysis, because infection prevention practices 
before 1990 differed substantially from current practices. 
We applied no restrictions regarding the definition of 
outcomes, length of follow up, or language of publication.

Two authors (Q JJB and SWdJ) independently screened 
the titles and abstracts for eligibility. If a title and abstract 
indicated potential eligibility, the full-text article was 
obtained. To avoid language bias, articles published in 
languages other than English were translated by authors 
proficient in the language or, when unavailable, by the 
online multilingual translation service Google Translate.23 
Any disagreements were resolved by discussion between 
the two authors or, when necessary, via consultation with 
the senior author (MAB).

Data extraction
Two authors (QJJB and SWdJ) independently reviewed 
each eligible article and extracted relevant data using a 
prespecified data extraction form. Data collection covered 
design; publication date; number of participants (and 
proportions of male and female participants); mean 
participant age; type of surgery; contamination according 
to CDC wound classification;22 outcome definition and 
follow-up; dosage and regimen of antibiotics in the inter-
vention and control groups, inclu ding timing of the 
preoperative dose and intraoperative repeat administration 
when indicated; aggregate data on study outcome; 
resource use expressed in costs; and adverse events. If 
data were not given in a paper, we contacted authors 
by email, or post if email was not available, for detailed 
information on timing of the first dose of antibiotics, 
surgery duration, intraoperative repeat administration, 
adverse events, and antibiotics used. To uniformly assess 
if repeat administration was indicated, we obtained 
information on drug half-life from the clinical practice 

guidelines of the American Society of Health-System 
Pharmacists on antimicrobial prophylaxis in surgery,4 
and from the comprehensive DrugBank database for 
bioinformatics and cheminformatics (version 5.0).24 When 
insufficient information could be retrieved on timing of 
the preoperative dose or intraoperative repeat adminis-
tration, we assumed these variables were not standardised 
during the study, rather than excluding the study.

Risk of bias assessment
Two authors (QB and SWdJ) independently assessed the 
risk of bias of included studies using the Cochrane 
Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias in RCTs.21 
The exact criteria used to determine risk of bias are listed 
in the appendix (p 2). Conflicts were resolved by discussion 
between the two authors or after consultation with the 
senior author. Results were displayed in summary figures 
generated by Review Manager (version 5.3). The possibility 
of publication bias was visually assessed with a contour-
enhanced funnel plot.25

Data analysis
Trials of any surgical procedure that compared post-
operative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis of any 
duration with its immediate discontinuation (ie, no doses 
after the preoperative dose and any intraoperative 
administration) were included in the primary analysis. 
The primary outcome was the effect of postoperative 
continuation versus immediate discontinuation of sur-
gical antibiotic prophylaxis on the occurrence of surgical 
site infection. Secondary analyses were done comparing 
postoperative regimens of different durations. Additional 
outcomes of interest were frequency and type of adverse 
events, as defined in each paper according to the authors’ 
discretion, and resource use. We calculated summary 
relative risks (RRs) with corresponding 95% CIs using a 
random effects model (DerSimonian and Laird), thus 
taking into account statistical heterogeneity.26 We assessed 
heterogeneity with the χ² test, and expressed the ratio of 
true heterogeneity to total variation in observed effects 
using the I² statistic. The extent of heterogeneity was 
evaluated with the τ² statistic. We used the empirical 
distribution for pharmacological versus pharmacological 
comparisons on subjective outcomes to characterise the 
amount of heterogeneity as low, moderate, or high using 
the first and third quantiles of their empirical dis-
tributions.27

Current best practice standards for surgical antibiotic 
prophylaxis are described in the American Society of 
Health-System Pharmacists clinical practice guidelines 
on antimicrobial prophylaxis in surgery.5 We accounted 
for these standards in prespecified subgroup analyses of 
the main outcome for studies that standardised: 1) timing 
of the first preoperative dose within 60 min before 
incision; 2) repeat administration when the procedure 
duration exceeded two times the half-life of the antibiotic 
used; and 3) adherence to current best practice standards 

For the DrugBank database see 
https://www.drugbank.ca

For Google Translate see 
https://translate.google.com

See Online for appendix

https://translate.google.com
https://www.drugbank.ca
https://www.drugbank.ca
https://translate.google.com
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meeting both of these conditions. To investigate potential 
procedure-specific effects, we also did post-hoc exploratory 
subgroup analyses by procedure type. For each subgroup 
analysis, we used random-effects meta-regression to 
investigate the association of subgroup characteristics 
with the intervention effect.28 The proportion of variance 
explained by each subgroup was calculated by examining 
the change from the main analysis in τ²,29 and expressed 
as percentage of heterogeneity variance explained:

Statistical analyses were done in Stata (version 15.0).
We used the Grading of Recommendations Assess-

ment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) method-
ology with GRADE Pro software to judge the certainty of 
retrieved evidence.30 Predefined subgroups with a strong 
association with the intervention effect (p value for meta-
regression, <0·05) were graded individually. Optimal 
information size, defined as the number of participants 
needed for a single adequately powered trial, was 
calculated assuming a type I error (α) of 0·05, a type II 
error (β) of 0·2, and an RR reduction of 25%.30 If a 
confidence interval did not exclude appreciable benefit 
of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis continuation, defined 
as an RR reduction of 25%, the certainty of evidence was 
downgraded regardless of the optimal information size.30

Role of the funding source
There was no funding for this study. The corresponding 
author had full access to all the data in the study and had 
final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.

Results
Our database search retrieved 3238 potentially relevant 
records, and 24 additional records were identified from 
the reference lists of retrieved records. We assessed 
147 full-text publications for eligibility; 83 RCTs were 
critically appraised and included in the meta-analysis. 
The selection procedure is summarised in figure 1. 
Reasons for exclusion after full-text assessment are 
described in the appendix (pp 3,4).

Study characteristics of the included RCTs are listed in 
the appendix (pp 5–11). In total, 24 318 participants were 
included in the 83 RCTs comparing different post-
operative antibiotic prophylaxis regimens, with surgical 
site infection as an outcome. Source countries were 
Argentina, Australia, Canada, China, Brazil, France, 
Germany, Hong Kong, India, Iran, Israel, Italy, Japan, the 
Netherlands, Pakistan, Romania, Saudi Arabia, South 
Korea, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, Tanzania, 
Thailand, the UK, and the USA.

The mean age of included patients was 47·8 years 
(SD 16·2), and ages ranged from 8 years to 77 years. All 

but one study focused primarily on adult participants 
(aged ≥18 years). 19 studies included children. The mean 
percentage of female patients included was 47·6% 
(SD 0·2), and the proportion ranged from 10% (one RCT 
with three female participants of 30 total participants) to 
100% (one RCT with 500 female participants). Procedures 
were diverse and represented gastrointestinal, cardiac, 
thoracic, head and neck, gynaecological, obstetrics, 
trauma, orthopaedics, and maxillofacial surgery. 66 trials 
were single-centre studies.

52 RCTs involving 19 273 participants compared post-
operative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis, varying 
from one postoperative administration to 5 days of 
postoperative continuation, with its immediate post-
operative discontinuation. 33 RCTs involving 5416 partici-
pants compared postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis 
regi mens of different durations. Two RCTs had several 
study groups and provided data on multiple comparisons 
(Rajabi-Mashhadi et al, 2012, and Mui et al, 2005), which 
were included in the primary analysis and comparison of 
prophylaxis for greater than 24 h versus 24 h or less after 
surgery (figure 1).

For the GRADE Pro software see 
http://gradepro.org/

Figure 1: Study selection process
RCT=randomised controlled trial. *Reasons for exclusion after full-text 
assessment are shown in the appendix (pp 3, 4). †Two RCTs had several study 
groups and provided data on multiple comparisons (included in the primary 
analysis and >24 h vs ≤24 h comparison). ‡Five trials assessed a single 
postoperative dose in their ≤24 h group.

1608 records screened

147 full-text articles assessed for eligibility

83 RCTs† (24 318 participants) included in the meta-analysis
52 RCTs (19 273 participants) compared postoperative continuation of 

antibiotic prophylaxis (any duration) with its immediate
discontinuation (primary analysis)

1 RCT (227 participants): postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis (multiple doses) for <24 h versus a single 
postoperative dose

25 RCTs (4180 participants): postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis for >24 h versus postoperative continuation for ≤24 h‡ 

6 RCTs (754 participants): postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis for >48 h versus postoperative continuation for 
≤48 h

1 RCT (255 participants): postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis for >72 h versus postoperative continuation for ≤72 h

3238 records identified from 
database search

24 records identified from
       reference lists of retrieved 
       records

1654 duplicate articles removed

1461 records excluded

64 full-text articles excluded*

τ2 meta-analysis (overall) – τ2 meta-regression

τ2 meta-analysis (overall)( (

http://gradepro.org/
http://gradepro.org/
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Timing of the first preoperative dose of antibiotics was 
standardised as within 60 min before the first incision in 
57 RCTs. 46 RCTs had standardised intraoperative repeat 
administration or had procedure durations that did not 
exceed two half-lives of the antibiotic used. Best practice 
standards (ie, correct timing before incision and repeat 
administration during surgery when indicated) were 
adhered to in 24 RCTs. In 26 RCTs, surgical site infection 
was described as the current CDC definition.22 The other 
57 studies used descriptions ranging from purulent 
discharge to extensive, field-specific descriptions of the 
clinical manifestation of surgical site infection. 24 studies 
reported adverse events and six studies described 
resource use. All outcome definitions are listed in the 
appendix (p 12).

Our primary meta-analysis of 52 RCTs showed an 
indication, but not conclusive evidence, of a benefit of 
postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis for 
the prevention of surgical site infection compared with 
its immediate postoperative discontinuation (RR 0·89 
[95% CI 0·79–1·00]; table 1, figure 2). Heterogeneity in 
effect size between studies was low (τ²=0·001, χ² p=0·46, 
I²=0·7%). Our subgroup analyses and meta-regressions 
indicated that compliance with best practice standards 
for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis significantly modified 
the association between postoperative continuation of 
antibiotic prophylaxis and the incidence of surgical site 
infection (table 1, figure 2). Only in 27 trials that were 
not compliant with best practice standards (ie, first 

preoperative dose given >60 min before incision and 
repeat administration not standardised when procedure 
duration exceeded two times the half-life of the antibiotic) 
did continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis after surgery 
prevent surgical site infection compared with its imme-
diate discontinuation (RR 0·79 [0·67–0·94]); corres-
ponding heterogeneity was moderate (τ²=0·019, 
χ² p=0·31, I²=10·3%). When the analysis was restricted 
to 24 trials that met best practice standards of surgical 
antibiotic prophylaxis regarding timing and repeat 
administration, there was no benefit of postoperative 
continuation of antibiotic prophy laxis (1·04 [0·85–1·27]; 
subgroup p=0·048, 100% variance explained). In trials 
that met best practice standards, corresponding 
heterogeneity in effect size was low (τ²<0·001, χ² p=0·78, 
I²<0·1%).

Adequate timing or repeat administration alone did not 
affect the effect estimate (table 1). In an exploratory 
subgroup analysis and meta-regression, we found some 
evidence that postoperative continuation of antibiotic 
prophylaxis might reduce the risk of surgical site infection 
compared with its immediate discontinuation in some 
surgical subspecialties—specifically, maxillofacial surgery 
and cardiac surgery (appendix pp 13, 14). However, no 
studies standardised adherence to best practice standards 
in the cardiac surgery subgroup, and only three studies 
standardised adherence for maxillofacial surgery. The 
results of all exploratory subgroup analyses are presented 
in the appendix (pp 13, 14). The remaining meta-analyses 

Number of 
studies

SSIs/total 
participants in 
longer regimen

SSIs/total 
participants in 
shorter regimen

Relative risk 
(95% CI)

τ² (meta-
analysis)

τ² (meta-
regression)

p value for 
subgroup 
differences

% of 
heterogeneity 
variance 
explained

Postoperative continuation vs immediate discontinuation of SAP (primary analysis)

Overall 52 492/9726 (5·1%) 550/9547 (5·8%) 0·89 (0·79–1·00) 0·001 NA NA NA

Timing of first dose specified and within 60 min before 
surgery

·· ·· ·· ·· ·· 0 0·13 100%

Yes 33 303/6249 (4·8%) 314/6151 (5·1%) 0·96 (0·82–1·12) <0·001 ·· ·· ··

No 19 189/3477 (5·4%) 236/3396 (6·9%) 0·77 (0·61–0·96) 0·033 ·· ·· ··

Intraoperative repeat administration specified when 
indicated

·· ·· ·· ·· ·· 0·005 0·88 0%

Yes 34 265/6126 (4·3%) 288/5944 (4·8%) 0·89 (0·76–1·05) <0·001 ·· ·· ··

No 18 227/3600 (6·3%) 262/3603 (7·3%) 0·86 (0·70–1·05) 0·021 ·· ·· ··

Adherence to current best practice standards of SAP* ·· ·· ·· ·· ·· 0 0·048 100%

Yes 24 196/4648 (4·2%) 186/4552 (4·1%) 1·04 (0·85–1·27) <0·001 ·· ·· ··

No 28 296/5078 (5·8%) 364/4995 (7·3%) 0·79 (0·67–0·94) 0·019 ·· ·· ··

Secondary analyses

Postoperative continuation (multiple doses) for 
<24 h vs a single dose after surgery

1 44/113 (38·9%) 39/114 (34·2%) 0·82 (0·57–1·40) NA NA NA NA

Postoperative continuation for >24 h vs for ≤24 h† 25 170/2081 (8·2%) 191/2099 (9·1%) 0·93 (0·76–1·13) <0·001 NA NA NA

Postoperative continuation for >48 h vs for ≤48 h 6 48/372 (12·9%) 35/382 (9·2%) 1·35 (0·89–2·03) <0·001 NA NA NA

Postoperative continuation for >72 h vs for ≤72 h 1 3/125 (2·4%) 4/130 (3·1%) 0·61 (0·14–2·63) NA NA NA NA

SSI=surgical site infection. SAP=surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. NA=not applicable. *Timing of first dose specified and within 60 min before surgery and intraoperative repeat administration specified when 
indicated. †Five trials assessed a single postoperative dose in their ≤24 h group.

Table 1: Meta-analysis and subgroup analyses of incidence of SSI associated with postoperative continuation versus postoperative discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis
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(Figure 2 continues on next page)

Adherent to best standards of practice

Buckley et al (1990)

Mann and Maurer (1990)

Balbo et al (1991)

Turano (1992)

Liberman et al (1995)

Scher (1997)

Lindeboom et al (2003)

Mui et al (2005)

Su et al (2005)

Mohri et al (2007)

Becker et al (2008)

Hellbusch et al (2008)

Kang et al (2009)

Suzuki et al (2011)

Imamura et al (2012)

Hussain et al (2012)

Lyimo et al (2013)

Shaheen and Akhtar (2014)

Orlando et al (2015)

Campos et al (2015)

Westen et al (2015)

Loozen et al (2017)

Crist et al (2018)

Kim et al (2017)

Subtotal  (I2<0·1%, χ2 p=0·78)

Not adherent to best standards of practice

Sgroi et al (1990)

Aberg and Thore (1991)

Garotta and Pamparana (1991)

Olak et al (1991)

Tsang et al (1992)

Bates et al (1992)

Meijer and Schmitz (1993)

Nooyen et al (1994)

Cartana et al (1994)

Kow (1995)

Jiang et al (2004)

Irato et al (1997)

Hall et al (1998)

Unemura et al (2000)

Cioaca et al (2002)

Rajan et al (2005)

Fujita et al (2007)

Tamayo et al (2008)

Danda et al (2010)

Rajabi-Mashhadi et al (2012)

Haga et al (2012)

Wahab et al (2013)

Abro et al (2014)

Regimbeau et al (2014)

de Santibañes et al (2018)

0·69 (0·10–4·77)

1·19 (0·50–2·78)

0·66 (0·19–2·34)

1·42 (0·88–2·30)

0·17 (0·02–1·38)

0·92 (0·45–1·89)

0·50 (0·05–5·27)

0·78 (0·29–2·12)

1·01 (0·06–16·08)

0·91 (0·52–1·61)

1·75 (0·60–5·10)

0·40 (0·08–2·04)

0·67 (0·12–3·69)

0·93 (0·47–1·82)

1·97 (0·86–4·48)

0·95 (0·38–2·42)

1·33 (0·64–2·76)

1·20 (0·39–3·68)

0·50 (0·05–5·48)

0·22 (0·03–1·73)

1·53 (0·57–4·13)

1·90 (0·18–20·47)

0·46 (0·17–1·30)

1·02 (0·26–3·96)

1·04 (0·85–1·27)

0·76 (0·27–2·14)

1·76 (0·76–4·06)

1·44 (0·24–8·57)

4·95 (0·24–101·82)

0·87 (0·06–13·58)

1·02 (0·70–1·48)

1·00 (0·72–1·38)

0·49 (0·19–1·30)

0·19 (0·02–1·50)

0·91 (0·55–1·50)

1·03 (0·21–5·01)

0·40 (0·08–1·95)

0·55 (0·31–0·99)

1·97 (0·37–10·54)

0·68 (0·12–3·92)

7·00 (0·37–133·78)

0·54 (0·31–0·94)

0·43 (0·24–0·77)

0·29 (0·06–1·33)
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comparing continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis after 
surgery for different durations did not provide conclusive 
evidence that surgical site infections were prevented by 
longer continuation of postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis 
(table 1). Forest plots of the individual meta-analyses are 
presented in the appendix (pp 15–20).

24 studies (17 included in the primary analysis) described 
possible harmful effects or adverse events related to surgical 
antibiotic prophylaxis (appendix p 21). Of these, 18 studies 
could not attribute adverse events to antibiotic use in both 
the intervention and control groups. The remaining six 
studies reported increased adverse events in the groups with 
prolonged regimens. Of these, one study reported increased 
cases of C difficile infection in the prolonged postoperative 
continuation group. The other studies reported an increased 
frequency of rash and pruritus, erythema, phlebitis, hypo-
tension, gastro intestinal disturbance (including nausea and 
diarrhoea), and unspecified local and systemic side-effects 
with postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis. 
No study reported on antimicrobial resistance. Owing to 
heterogeneity between studies in the comparisons made and 
the outcomes measured, no meta-analysis could be done of 
adverse effects.

Five studies (four included in our primary analysis) 
addressed cost-effectiveness and reported a cost increase 
associated with longer antibiotic prophylaxis regimens, 
in some cases as a result of treatment for side-effects and 
hospitalisation time in addition to prophylaxis treatment, 
which varied from US$36·90 to $78·95 (appendix p 22). 
None of these studies calculated costs associated with the 
emergence of antimicrobial resistance. All five studies 
were done in high-income countries (Australia, Italy, 
Taiwan, and the USA).

A summary of our risk of bias evaluations with the 
Cochrane tool is presented in figure 3, and the full 
evaluations are provided in the appendix (pp 23–28). 
Many assess ments had unclear risk of bias, and some 
assessments were of high risk of bias. No funnel plot 
asymmetry was detected for the comparison of continued 
postoperative antibiotic prophy laxis (any duration) with 
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Figure 2: Relative risk of surgical site infection with postoperative continuation versus immediate discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis
The figure shows the pooled estimate from 52 RCTs that compared the effect of postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis with its immediate discontinuation on the risk of surgical site 
infection, overall and by adherence to best practice standards of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. Solid diamonds and horizontal lines represent point estimates and corresponding 95% CIs of the individual 
studies. Shading around each point represents study weight. Transparent diamonds represent the overall estimate and 95% CI. Full citations are in the appendix (pp 30–36). RR=relative risk. 
NA=not available.

Figure 3: Risk of bias in the included studies
Risk was defined according to the Cochrane Collaboration’s tool for assessing risk of bias in RCTs (full criteria in 
appendix p 2).21
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Figure 4: Funnel plot for the primary analysis of postoperative continuation 
versus immediate discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis
Effect estimates of the different studies (blue dots) are shown against their precision 
(standard error). Contours represent levels of statistical significance, derived from 
the two axes of the plot.25 Asymmetry across the vertical midline, representing the 
overall effect estimate of the meta-analysis, indicates publication bias. The plot 
shows a symmetrical distribution and no indication of publication bias.
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its immediate discontinuation (figure 4), or for the 
comparison of postoperative continuation for more than 
24 h with postoperative continuation for 24 h or less 
(appendix p 29). There were too few data for the other 
three comparisons to allow adequate evaluation of the 
funnel plots.

An evidence table of our GRADE assessments is pre-
sented in table 2. All included studies were RCTs, and 
thus the starting certainty of the evidence for each 
comparison was high. For the primary analysis, the 
certainty of evidence was downgraded to moderate 
because of serious risk of bias. One subgroup analysis, 
adherence to current best practice standards, was graded 
individually because of its strong association with the 
intervention effect. For both subgroups, the certainty of 
evidence was downgraded to moderate because of serious 
risk of bias. The certainty of evidence for the remaining 
analyses, comparing postoperative regimens of different 
durations, was downgraded to low in each comparison 
because of serious risk of bias and imprecision.

Discussion
Moderate-certainty evidence from a meta-analysis of 
52 RCTs involving 19 273 participants showed no 
conclusive evidence for a benefit of postoperative 
continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis in reducing the 
incidence of surgical site infection compared with its 
immediate discontinuation. Similarly, low-certainty 
evidence from comparisons of postoperative regimens 
of different durations showed no conclusive evidence 
of a benefit of prolonged regimens. Our subgroup 
analysis showed that the effectiveness of postoperative 
discontinuation of antibiotic prophylaxis depend on the 
appropriateness of the surgical antibiotic prophylaxis 

practices. When best practices (ie, timely administration 
of the first dose and repeat administration when 
indicated according to the procedure duration) were 
applied, moderate-certainty evidence showed no benefit 
of postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
in reducing surgical site infections com pared with its 
discontinuation. Moderate-certainty evidence showed 
that postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
was effective only when these standards were not met. 
Some evidence from our exploratory analysis indicated 
that postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
might reduce the risk of surgical site infection associated 
with maxillofacial and cardiac surgery; however, no 
studies that adhered to best practice standards were 
available for the cardiac surgery subgroup, and very few 
were available for the maxillofacial surgery subgroup. 
When costs and adverse events were reported, post-
operative continuation appeared to increase costs and 
lead to more adverse events.

Our findings are in line with the initial review that 
supported the WHO recommendation against post-
operative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis, which 
found an odds ratio of 0·89 (95% CI 0·77–1·03) for the 
likelihood of SSI with postoperative continuation.12 In 
comparison with this initial WHO meta-analysis, the 
confidence interval resulting from the present meta-
analysis has narrowed slightly as further data has 
accrued, but the point estimate remains unchanged. 
Although a small benefit is indicated by both estimates, 
the confidence intervals include unity, and do not 
indicate appreciable benefit with regard to prevention of 
surgical site infection.

Antibiotic use is associated with important adverse 
effects in a duration-dependent manner.8–10 In turn, these 

Number 
of 
studies

Certainty assessment Certainty 
of 
evidence

Study design Risk of bias Inconsistency Indirectness Imprecision Other 
considerations

Postoperative continuation vs immediate 
discontinuation of SAP (primary analysis)

52 RCTs Serious* Not serious Not serious Not serious (OIS: 3629 per group) None Moderate

Adhered to best practice standards of SAP 24 RCTs Serious* Not serious Not serious Not serious (OIS: 5185 per group) None Moderate

Did not adhere to best practice standards of 
SAP

28 RCTs Serious* Not serious Not serious Not serious (OIS: 2823 per group) None Moderate

Postoperative continuation (multiple doses) 
for <24 h vs a single dose after surgery 
(secondary analysis)

1 RCT Serious* Not serious Not serious Serious†‡ (OIS: 444 per group) None Low

Postoperative continuation for >24 h vs ≤24 h 
(secondary analysis)

25 RCTs Serious* Not serious Not serious Serious† (OIS: 2168 per group) None Low

Postoperative continuation for >48 h vs ≤48 h 
(secondary analysis)

6 RCTs Serious* Not serious Not serious Serious† (OIS: 2515 per group) None Low

Postoperative continuation for >72 h vs ≤72 h 
(secondary analysis)

1 RCT Serious* Not serious Not serious Serious†‡ (OIS: 6950 per group) None Low

SSI=surgical site infection. SAP=surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. OIS=optimal information size. *Risk of selection bias, performance bias, detection bias, attrition bias, and reporting bias (figure 3, appendix p8). 
†Optimal information not obtained. ‡Optimal information obtained, but 95% CI included considerable benefit of SAP continuation (default relative risk reduction >0·25).30

Table 2: Certainty assessment of the included evidence via the GRADE approach30
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adverse effects are associated with a substantial economic 
burden that adds to additional acquisition and admini-
stration costs related to postoperative continuation of 
antibiotic prophylaxis.31–33 Such costs are particularly 
consequential in developing countries with limited 
resources, where this practice is most prevalent.4 In many 
settings worldwide, postoperative continuation of 
antibiotic prophylaxis is often used to compensate for an 
absence of routine best practices and gaps in other 
infection prevention measures; this conflicts with the 
basic principles of antibiotic stewardship.34

Most guidelines issued before the WHO guidelines on 
surgical site infection prevention recommend pro-
longation of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis to a maximum 
of 24–48 h, but they were not based on rigorous evaluation 
of the existing evidence by systematic review.5,13 Other 
systematic reviews that have addressed this issue have 
focused on one specific procedure, limiting power and 
generalisability, and included studies that compared 
regimens that differed in terms of dosage or drug, in 
addition to the duration of administration.35,36 Indications 
that postoperative antibiotic prophylaxis might have no 
added value arose as early as the 1960s.37 Since then, routine 
postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis has 
persisted,38 even with increasing concerns about anti-
microbial resistance and other adverse effects.1,2 Despite 
the recent WHO guidelines, antibiotic prophylaxis is still 
routinely continued for several days after surgery.4

An important limitation of our analysis is that only 
24 (46%) of 52 included studies standardised current best 
practices of surgical antibiotic prophylaxis. Any beneficial 
effect identified in the overall estimate, therefore, could 
reflect compensation of poor preoperative timing or lack 
of repeat administration when indicated, and thus 
overestimate the true effect of surgical antibiotic pro-
phylaxis continuation. To account for this bias, we did a 
prespecified subgroup analysis that accounted for 
standardisation of best practices of surgical antibiotic 
prophylaxis. However, we could only extract aggregate data 
from all publications and did not have individual patient 
data, thus limiting the granularity of the data and 
the possibilities for detailed subgroup analysis.39 An 
exploratory subgroup analysis into the effect of post-
operative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis in certain 
surgical subspecialties was limited by a large number of 
subgroups, and consequently small numbers per subgroup. 
These characteristics lead to a high risk of false-positive 
results, and the analysis should be interpreted with caution.

Strengths of this study include the broad inclusion 
criteria and relevant exclusion criteria. Data were from 
28 different countries and represented adult and pae diatric 
populations and a variety of surgical procedures, 
suggesting broad generalisability. Additionally, the 
exclusion of studies of regimens that also differed with 
regard to dose and drug used, or studies that concerned 
antibiotic treatment rather than prophylaxis, ensured the 
elimination of important sources of bias. However, poor 

reporting of surgical trials, as previously noted,40 was also 
an issue in this analysis. This limitation is in part due to an 
absence of reporting standards before 2010.41 As a result, a 
considerable proportion of the risk of bias was unclear, and 
important information on timing of the first dose of 
antibiotics, procedure duration, intraoperative repeat 
administration, adverse events, or antibiotic used was 
frequently missing. We contacted the authors of such 
studies to request further information, but not all replied 
to our request. Consequently, we had to assume best 
practices were not in place in some studies because the 
required information could not be attained. The subgroup 
analysis might therefore be contaminated by reporting 
standards and responsiveness of the corresponding author 
and should be interpreted with caution. More than half 
(57 [69%]) of the 83 included RCTs used definitions of 
surgical site infection that differed from the widely 
accepted CDC criteria.22 In most cases, this divergence in 
definition is again attributable to the time of publication. 
The current CDC definition was published in 1992, and 
thus many alternatives, including preceding versions of 
the CDC definition, were in wider use throughout the 
1990s. Such differences in outcome definition challenge 
interpretation of the clinical importance of our findings 
and their comparison with the results of future studies. 
However, an important aim of this study was to consider 
all available evidence, and previous evidence shows that 
alternative systems to define surgical site infections can 
provide information similar to that captured by the CDC 
criteria.42 Finally, costs and adverse events were poorly 
reported, if at all, and no meaningful meta-analyses could 
be done to assess these outcomes.

We found no conclusive evidence for a benefit of 
postoperative continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis 
compared with its discontinuation in reducing the 
incidence of surgical site infection. Notably, when best 
practices for surgical antibiotic prophylaxis were followed, 
postoperative continuation did not provide any additional 
benefit in preventing surgical site infection. Our findings 
support WHO recommendations against the practice of 
continuing surgical antibiotic prophylaxis postoperatively. 
Consider ing the associated adverse effects—in particular, 
antimicrobial resistance—this prevalent practice has no 
basis. Increased awareness and education are warranted 
among both health-care professionals and patients, 
especially by prioritising stewardship efforts among 
surgeons and anaesthetists and insisting on other 
infection prevention measures in addition to surgical 
antibiotic prophylaxis. Future research to clarify the 
benefit of continuation of antibiotic prophylaxis beyond 
surgery, if any, should prespecify monitoring of adverse 
events, provide detailed data on costs, and standardise 
preoperative timing and intraoperative repeat admini-
stration of antibiotics.
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